
The Rev. AndRzej hAnich

The conTribuTion of The caTholic church To The process 
of democraTizaTion of The life in opole silesia afTer 1989

The sociopolitical changes in poland which took place in 1989 gave rise to the fall of the 
communism in the whole of central and eastern europe. The process was also naturally extended 
over opole silesia, where a particular role was played by the bishop of opole diocese, the rev. 
alfons nossol. if John paul ii’s pilgrimage to saint anna’s mount on 21 June 1983 could be con-
siered the most significant event of the first decade of A. Nossol’s service as a bishop, then the suc-
cessive two decades were rich in a great number of his achievements. The paper discusses the situ-
ation relating to the language in the catholic church in the 20th century, with a special inclusion of 
the fact of the removal of the German language from the liturgy after 1945, as well as the restoration 
of it to be part of the priest’s service in 1989. it also brings to closer light the background of bishop 
A. Nossol’s performing the holy mass in Krzyżowa on 12 November 1989. Apart from that, the 
author mentions the role which the bishop of opole played in establishing the university of opole 
in 1994 and his support for the efforts to leave opole Voivodeship as an individual province on the 
administrative map of poland in 1998.

Michał Lis

The social basis and The circumsTances of The German minoriTy 
reVealinG iTself in opole silesia in 1989

one of the elements distinguishing opole province (also called opole silesia) in poland is 
the German minority, homogeneously inhabiting the area of the upper odra river. The poland’s 
national census of 2002 proved that its members constitute 69.9% of the whole German population 
living in poland and 10.03% of the population of the province. The author accepted the aim of the 
paper to be explanation of the genesis of the minority, its social basis and the circumstances of its 
revealing itself after the fall of the communist system.

In his four-part argumentation, the author shows, first, the native population as the Polish mi-
nority in the German regency of opole. its size, on the basis of declarations relating to the polish 
language chosen as the mother tongue, or using both the polish and the German languages, was 
assessed, following the censuses, to be over 535.7 thousand in 1925 and almost 365.6 thousand 
in 1933. after the War, when the German population had been displaced, as a result of the natio-
nality verification project carried out in the area of the former Opole Regency the confirmation of 
declared polish nationality was obtained by almost 851.5 thousand people. from 1952, part of the 
verified citizens began to acknowledge their closer relations with the German culture and character, 
which gave rise to their submitting applications for permission to leave for the federal republic of 
Germany. until the fall of the system – including the illegal emigration – this had led to the transfer 
of over 468 thousand inhabitants from the historical upper silesia to Germany.

following the democratization of poland, the German minority, whose basis in opole silesia  
was the native population, revealed its existence. In the first period, its leaders were said to have 
collected 200–250 thousand declarations of membership. The author shows the stages of the mino-
rity’s organizing itself: first – in the atmosphere of uncertainty, hence including extreme behaviours, 
then – in the conditions of normalization of the relations between poland and the federal republic 
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of Germany, as proper realization of the right of a minority to preserve, express, cherish and develop 
its ethnic, cultural and language identity, without being in danger of enforced assimilation.

stanisław senft

foreiGn inVesTmenTs in opole silesia 1989–2009

The appearance of foreign enterprises and international companies made, after 1989, for a vital 
factor in the then economic changes and new directions of cooperation. Although the first formal-
legal frameworks which made the flow of foreign capital as well as establishing firms with its par-
ticipation possible had already been formed in the period of declining people’s republic of poland, 
still it was the transformation that followed after the fall of the real socialism which sped up that 
process, which – additionally – was facilitated by appropriate legislation. a particularly dynamic 
growth in the number of companies with foreign capital took place in the first decade (1991–2000); 
at the beginning of the 21st century it was relatively less significant.

opole province did not and does not belong to particularly attractive areas for investment in 
poland. it does, however, distinguish itself by a peculiar character that results from the past of the 
region, the origin of a part of its inhabitants and family connections with relatives living abroad. 
The number of economic units, most frequently in the form of joint venture companies with limited 
liability, amounted to 39 towards the end of 1991, in 1995–to 525, in 2000 – to 991, and in december 
2009 – to 1354. They were established, primarily, in large urban centres and in the counties and 
communes which are, in their majority, inhabited by the native population. From the very beginning 
there dominated the German capital, not only as regards the number of firms, but also the engaged 
start-up capital. With only a few exceptions there prevailed small and medium-sized enterprises 
which can be classified as typical family-run companies. They played a positive role in the activation 
of local markets, yet could not be the ‘driving wheel’ for the economy as a whole. initially, in the 
branch structure, there dominated industrial and craft production, later – due to the construction of 
new supermarkets – trade was in the lead. The foreign capital appears also in construction industry, 
hotel and gastronomic services, and branches such as transport, banking, social insurance and the 
mass media.

wanda MusiaLik

in search of a neW imaGe of The proVince. The pasT 
– a reViVifyinG or cursed land?

The last two decades have opened to the inhabitants of opole silesia the possibility of shaping 
their own subjectivity and creating a new image of their region. Taking as the starting point the 
concept entitled „Opolskie kwitnące” („Opole Region in Bloom”) which was put forward by the 
local government and which is a proposal of new forms of promoting the region in separation 
from its past, the author undertakes to analyze the role of the regional tradition in the last twenty-
year period. she underlines that the heritage to date which has made references to the ethos of the 
silesian uprisings has been marginalized. its place has been taken over by new forms of references 
to the past, although various groups prefer their own sets of symbols and signs. The paper presents 
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the main forms of commemoration as well as citizens’ forms of making reference to traditions in the 
shape of knights’ confraternities and activities dedicated to reconstructions of historical events.

ewa dawidejt-jastrzębska

The neW elemenTs in The culTural landscape of nysa afTer 1989.  
The monumenTs and commemoraTiVe TableTs

The paper deals with new permanent commemorations (in the form of monuments and tablets) 
which have appeared within the public space of nysa since 1989. The material discussed by the 
author relates to over 40 commemorations. The analysis concerns primarily the objects themselves 
and the message they carry. following the political breakthrough, in the cultural landscape of nysa 
there appeared references to this part of the national tradition which was passed over in silence or 
even forbidden in the times of the polish people’s republic since it was connected with crimes and 
misdeeds of the soviet union and the historical-cultural heritage of the displaced from the former 
eastern lands of poland. These commemorations are an expression of homage to the glorious mili-
tary deeds or martyrdom of the nation.

The largest number of the permanent commemorations within the cultural landscape of nysa in 
the years of the transformation have been related to the time of the city’s German national status. 
They are dedicated to the activity of monastic centres and their founders (st arnold Janssen, blessed 
samaritan maria luiza merkert), also to the discoverer of stains on the sun (christoph scheiner), 
to poets (Joseph von eichendorff, max herrmann-neisse), to a nobel prizewinner (Konrad emil 
bloch), to a famous zoologist (bernhard Grzimek). The tables making reference to the post-War 
history of nysa commemorate the 50th anniversary of a school, poets connected with nysa (Jerzy 
Kozarzewski, Wanda pawlik) and also rising the st Jacob and st agnes church to the rank of a ba-
silica.

wiesław drobek

The morpholoGical sTrucTure of small ToWns in opole silesia 
in The Time of The sociopoliTical sysTem TransformaTion 

(uJazd and KorfanTóW)

The paper aims to show the influence of the sociopolitical system transformation process on the 
morphological structure, in the sense of the urban-architectonic space (both in the physical and sym-
bolic dimensions), of the two smallest towns (numbering below 2 thousand inhabitants) of opole 
Province, that is Ujazd and Korfantów.

Ujazd is one of the towns in Opole Silesia which has managed to maintain its civic rights un-
interruptedly since the date of its foundation (1223), whereas Korfantów possessed the civic rights 
from the 14th century till 1742 and in the years 1867–1945, and did not regain them until 1993. 
Located in Strzelce County, Ujazd was inhabited in 90% by the local population after World War 
2, while the community of Korfantów, belonging to Nysa County, formed as a result of population 
transfers after the War.
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both places were assigned industrial and service providing functions towards the end of func-
tioning of the polish people’s republic. The passage from the centrally-planned to free-market 
economy brought about numerous changes in them, including their urban-architectonic space. 
Direct transformations connected with the change in the ownership structure of subjects, liquida-
tion of part of companies, undertaking business activity, manifested themselves – among others 
– in the form of decapitalization of some buildings, occupying areas designed for investment, set-
ting up new objects of determined architectonic look. Indirect alterations, in turn, resulting from 
unemployment and the growing problem of social differentiation find their expression, among 
others, in the division into better and worse parts of the town, into uncared for tenement houses and 
newly-erected residences.

zdeněk jirásek

opaVa silesia in The period of TransformaTion afTer 1989

basing on the case of opava silesia, the paper discusses the fundamental problems of the czech 
state relating to its transformation from the communism to democracy. These transformations, in the 
period of the last two decades, have extended over the areas of administration, politics and economy. 
The social and cultural policies have also undergone far-reaching alterations. The administrative 
changes have had the all-national character and consisted in increasing the level of self-governing 
capacity of communes, counties and lands (opava silesia is part of moravian-silesian district). 

following the breakthrough of 1989, all over the region of opava silesia there appeared citizens’ 
forums, giving rise to the formation of democratic partiers that have been wielding power until today. 
Initially, the parties of the communist National Front lost their significance. In certain communes, the 
Folk Party managed to regain part of its former influence relatively quickly. The communists have not 
disappeared from the political stage either and, at the moment, can count on relatively stable support, 
particularly in the areas of Teschen and bruntal. as regards the economic factor, this heterogeneous 
region has gone through a number of various forms of privatizing, in the effect of which there has 
been a relatively high unemployment rate, especially in the western part. The change of the political 
power has also been accompanied by far-reaching social transformation which consists in a new and 
regionally varied stratification of different groups. Changes of the cultural character have gone far as 
well. for example, a good number of cultural organizations and institutions have ceased to function. 
on the other hand, development of higher education has been recorded.

Leokadia drożdż

The polish in The czech silesia afTer 1989

The year 1989 and the events of the „Velvet Revolution” exerted a strong influence on the social 
life of the polish national group in the czech republic. The were a series of all-national factors of 
the political and economic character that contributed to that state of things. The author presented 
several questions which have a direct impact on the life of poles in the czech republic, including 
the participation of the group in the works of commune governments and legislative organs, the 
activity of local authorities and state institutions in relation to the poles in the czech republic, the 
work of Polish cultural institutions, such as schools, theatre and the press, Ośrodek Dokumentacyjny 
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Kongresu Polaków w Republice Czeskiej (Documentation Centre of the Polish Congress in the 
czech republic). 

The functioning of this group is accompanied by more and more threats. The school system is 
developing with difficulty. The system of double place-names raises a lot of negative emotions in 
zaolzie. having the polish identity is not attractive to the young generation who develop a different 
vision of nationality from that of their parents and to a lesser and lesser extent declare their belong-
ing to the polish national group.

józef szyMeczek

The silesian eVanGelican-auGsburG church afTer 1989

The silesian evangelical church of augsburg confession in the czech republic is the follower 
of the pre-War augsburg church. at the beginning of the 1990s its congregation amounted to 33 
thousand followers. since the time of its establishment in 1923 it was a polish institution which – in 
the interwar period – defended its autonomy against attacks of czech evangelists. after the war it 
managed to preserve its independence due to its farfetched loyalty towards the communist state.

it was this background, as well as the attitude to the character of functioning of the communities 
that gave rise to conflicts within the Silesian Church at the beginning of the 1990s. They resulted in 
a split and establishing lutheran evangelical church of augsburg confession, with the congrega-
tion of about 10 thousand followers. at present the number amounts to 5 thousand members. 

roMan kaszper

„GłOS LUDU” (The PeOPLe’S VOICe) AT The BeGINNING OF The SOCIOPOLITICAL 
sysTem TransformaTion in czechosloVaKia (1989–1990)

The paper discusses the fate of „Głos Ludu” (The People’s Voice) – a paper of the Polish mino-
rity in czechoslovakia in the years 1989–1990. The daily had been an organ of the communist party 
of czechoslovakia until 1989 and presented the ideology of this party in its columns, informing (on 
a limited scale only) of the history and problems of poles in czechoslovakia. initially, in a similar 
way, the public was informed about the november events in prague and authorities’ dealing with the 
students’ demonstrations, not refraining from condemning the students’ actions and demands.

it was not until the last days of november that there began to appear voices to change the line of 
the paper and that of the polish organizations. accordingly, transformations of the democratic nature 
began inside the daily and also within the polish organizations themselves from the december of 
1989. They lasted until the middle of 1990. in the case of The people’s Voice they were of the formal 
character (the publisher was pzKo) and of the substantial one (problems of the polish minority were 
undertaken and texts devoted to its history were published).
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aLeksandra trzcieLińska-poLus

silesia as an obJecT of queries and quesTions puT doWn by German 
depuTies of The 12Th Term of The bundesTaG

The twelfth term of the Bundestag was the first one after the unification of two German states 
and lasted from 20 december 1990 till 10 november 1994. The author attempts to answer the fol-
lowing questions: is it possible, on the basis of available documents released by the bundestag (que-
ries and questions put down by the deputies as well as the answers to them), to determine whether 
silesia is an important element of the German policy towards poland? and Was silesia, as a region, 
significant in the internal politics of Germany? 

In the light of the analysis carried out, it follows that Silesia was an object of strong interest on 
the part of German deputies for historical reasons (as a land which used to be part of the German 
state in the past, where traces of German cultural heritage have remained); also, due to the fact 
that the region is inhabited by the largest group of the German minority in europe, who live in 
homogeneous concentrations and whose existence had been questioned in poland until the turn of 
the 1980s and the 1990s. an additional fact was that it is a region from which a large number of 
native inhabitants had been displaced or were forced to emigrate. after settling down in Germany, 
they cultivated, very often up to this day, the German culture, traditions and customs, staying active 
in various organizations, circles and societies which, in turn, are subsidized in most cases from the 
state central budget. 

Maria kaLczyńska

The diaspora of euro-silesians in Germany. a case sTudy 
OF The BIOGRAPhy OF LeON JOńCzyK – AN ARTIST AND SOCIAL ACTIVIST  

of munchen

The aim of the paper is to essay to describe the biography of a person belonging to the european 
diaspora of silesians in Germany, who was connected not only with the polish culture, but also 
had his share in the process of transformation of migration societies of the end of the 20th and the 
beginning of the 21st century.

among the contemporary silesian dispora located on the territory of Germany one can clearly 
distinguish thee areas of the cultural identification of that community. The first group – post-War 
migrants belonging to the group of the so-called „Displaced”, or holding the German citizenship, 
who had already been able to integrate in Germany and their silesian character has – to a large 
extent – sunk in the German culture. The second group are silesian poles who – due to economic 
reasons – left Poland and hid their origin (often in a bashful way), yet who always remained firmly 
connected to their polish character.

still, in recent years, it can be observed, there has appeared a third option which allows speaking 
of silesians inhabiting Germany as of euro-silesians. The group do not underline their regional spe-
cific character in any decisive manner, they rather try to integrate with the Western society. Among 
them there are people of art, whose works and activity in the field of culture are most universal as 
far as their reception in the contemporary global environment is concerned.

The people made reference to above belong now to the intellectual elites in their professional 
communities, but had to cover a long way of building their careers very early so as to achieve pro-
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fessional and social success on the european ground. Within the area of european culture, artists 
dealing in disciplines such as graphic arts or painting are perceived as peculiar creators, since they 
are invested with sensitivity that can be attributed to a few only. Their artistic messages, due to the 
fact that they concern the extra-linguistic sphere, can readily be absorbed by a broad circle of rece-
ivers. They are capable of creating masterpieces of supra-regional and supra-national value. owing 
to their talents they have succeeded in abandoning the narrowly-conceived silesian regionalism and 
entering the realm of european and world art. 

stanisława sochacka

The silesian problem area in The acTiViTy of The commission 
for place names and physioGraphic obJecTs 

(WiTh parTicular inclusion of The years 1989–2009) 

The aim of the paper is to show the genesis and the history of Komisja Nazw Miejscowości  
i Obiektów Fizjograficznych (Commission for Place Names and Physiographic Objects) and to 
discuss the problem area of silesia in the context of the commission’s programme and lines of 
development of studies conducted by it. There are four periods of activity distinguished as far as 
this opinion-giving organ is concerned, that is: 1934–1939, 1946–1953, 1954–1989, 1989–2009. 
in each of the periods the commission had other goals to achieve and tasks to realize, which was 
dictated by the demands of the moment. The most interesting part of the works carried out by this 
organ was its reorganization after 1989, working out a set of regulations to secure the mode of mak-
ing changes to place names and submitting applications, and also elaboration of wykaz urzędowych 
nazw miejscowych polski (The List of Official Place Names of Poland). Local communities imme-
diately reacted to the political changes after 1989. The activity of the inhabitants of silesia proved 
fairly high as well. The paper presents the motives which the silesian population had in applying for 
the names of their places to be altered. They were chiefly historical, religious, cultural, esthetic and 
administrative-communicational reasons. 

Monika choroś 
łucja jarczak

The inTroducinG of bilinGual place names in opole silesia 
afTer 1989

The aim of the paper is to show the processes which made it possible for the German minority 
inhabiting opole silesia to express and accentuate their individual character, among others, through 
their endeavours to officially have signposts introduced bearing bilingual names of places. In the 
initial period of formation and organization of this movement, that is around 1989, the postulate 
was not articulated in a clear manner. until the moment of passing the act on national and ethnic 
minorities in the Republic of Poland the majority of representatives of the German minority, both 
rank and file members and the leaders, had opted for using newer German names, that is christe-
nings. it was the act on national and ethnic minorities and the regional language of 6 January 2005, 
which finally settled the problem of introducing bilingual place names. Thus, it is allowed to use 
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place names in the German language in opole silesia on condition that they do not make refe- 
rences to those given to the places in the years 1933–1945. signposts bearing the name of the place 
in two languages are present in 15 communes of Opole Province (Radłów, Cisek, Leśnica, Tarnów 
Opolski, Chrząstowice, Izbicko, Dobrodzień, Jemielnica, Kolonowskie, Ujazd, zębowice, Biała, 
Strzeleczki, Murów, Walce). Out of the remaining communes, some were entered into the Register 
of communes and commenced the procedure of introducing the German names, and part applied to 
be entered into the register of communes on the territory of which place names in the language of 
the minority can be used. 

Marek p. czapLiński

The epidemic of Typhus in byTom in The years 1897–1898 
and The preVenTion of iT. The quesTion of people’s access To clean 

drinKable and usable WaTer

providing water of good quality for a large and densely populated city as bytom was at the end 
of the 19th century, was a serious challenge to the municipal authorities. The situation was made 
worse by the fact that bytom lies in an industrial and mining basin, and especially the latter branch, 
which exploited the resources under the city, caused the natural sources of water to disappear from 
the area of the city on account of the fact that the underground water flowed deeper and deeper inside 
the earth. Due to this fact the major part of the water resources to satisfy the inhabitants’ needs had 
to be supplied from outside the city, even from outside the industrial basin.

drawing water from the mine carsten centrum was the cause of severe epidemic of typhus 
which broke out in the summer of 1897 and lasted until the beginning of 1898. it covered the area 
of bytom and its environs, where the intake of water from that mine was in use. a solution in this 
situation was the possibility of connecting bytom to the water-pipe fed from mine rozalia, which 
was a supplier of water for Katowice county. in the following years other solutions were sought for 
to provide bytom with clean drinkable water and water for household use and satisfy the needs of 
the city in this sphere.  

dariusz chrobak

The phenomenon of a lanGuaGe island. The hisTory of The former 
German lanGuaGe islands in upper silesia and in Galicia

The article constitutes a historical analysis of a series of language islands, which for the most 
part have already ceased to exist. The paper starts with an attempt to define what a language island 
is. further on, an overview is presented of the development of German language islands with con-
sideration given to various aspects (historical, territorial and political) which affect the existence of 
language enclaves. both religious factors, linked to the emergence of centres of religious practice, 
such as monasteries, and political ones, impacting the migration of peoples and their settlement in 
historic Galicia, have been discussed. The mentioned dialectology allows for a thorough analysis of 
the cultural and linguistic aspects determining the structure of a language island and its operational 
specificity. Additionally, the history of settlement, together with its foundation and legal background, 
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provide a closer overview of the first language islands which appeared in the defined historical ter-
ritories, only part of which lie within the current borders of the present-day republic of poland. The 
distribution of settlement groups, their division into different territories as well as the subsequent 
stages in the migration of settlers outline the area where German language centres were formed.

anna bereś 
dušan janák

reflexions of classics on The czech and The polish socieTies 
of The 1930s (on The basis of an analysis of The conTenT  

OF „PRzeGLąD SOCJOLOGICzNy” AND „SOCIOLOGICKá ReVUe”)

The paper is a result of the joint realization, by Silesian University in Opava and PIN – Silesian 
Institute in Opole, of the project under the title Česká a polská společnost 1918–1938. Sociologické 
diskuse a polemiky, within the programme called czech-polish forum 2009. as the starting point, 
the authors make a presentation of contemporary reflexions on the role of the Classics in sociol-
ogy and – on a broader scale – in social sciences, particularly bringing closer the considerations 
and conceptions by n. smelser, s. Warner, J. alexander and p. baehr. The second part of the paper 
contains a discussion of the condition of the polish and the czech sociology against the background 
of the contemporary sociopolitical situation in central and eastern europe. apart from that, it in-
cludes selected facts from the history of development of this branch of science in both countries. 
In the next part, the method which the authors applied in order to identify the content of „Przegląd 
Socjologiczny” (The Sociological Review) and „Sociologická revue” (The Sociological Review) of 
the years 1918–1938 was presented. The key part of the paper contains selected results of the con-
ducted studies, including a discussion of the main areas of interest on the part of sociologists writing 
for the periodicals being analyzed.

piotr retecki

The PROCeSS OF POPULATING The COUNTy OF WAłBRzyCh WITh POLISh 
naTionals from france and Germany in The years 1945–1948

The paper deals with the problem area of re-emigration and repatriation of the polish population 
residing in france, Germany and belgium till the years 1945–1948, part of whom – on the power of 
three polish-french agreements and the propagandist action conducted by the polish Government – 
returned to Poland. Some of them were directed to settle in Wałbrzych County. Due to the economic 
profile of this area the settlers recruited from the Polish nationals, together with their families, who 
had worked in French, German or Belgian mines (the majority of transports left France from the 
mining departments of Nord and Pas-de-Calais). On the spot, in Wałbrzych County, their contact 
with the population displaced from the former eastern lands of poland, especially those coming 
from the oil-bearing basin of Drohobycz and Borysław, caused a real „culture shock”. The shock had 
a mental background: the „French” were accustomed to living within a different social structure that 
prevailed in the West, in which the church played an important role, but did not impose its particular 
denomination onto anybody and was separated from the state. They also knew a different education-
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al system. Generally, the poles in the West, primarily those who had been staying in france, were in-
fluenced by the Left-wing doctrine. In Poland, they were perceived as advocates of the Communism, 
who had been expelled from France and come to Poland to establish the „Communist system”. The 
„Wesftalian” community in Wałbrzych County, on the other hand, was not charged with supporting 
the regime, but their members – due to their German past – were often stigmatized by society that 
was brought up in the anti-German spirit by the propaganda of the polish people’s republic.

franciszek jonderko

The silesian family. The culTural and social feaTures. 
(Theses and aspecTs of sTudies)

The family is the nucleus social cell, within which there go on basic processes of „culturaliza-
tion” and socialization. By the Silesian family the author understands a family residing in the region 
for many generations. studies on the family understood in this way have been developing along 
two paths: the first current, related to Katowice, deals with workers’ families from agglomerations 
in an industrial district; the other – connected with Opole – concentrates on rural families of Opole 
province. making a review of studies, the author underlines the fact that before 1989 the multi-
aspectual upper-silesian identity had not been perceived. many-sided conservatism, consisting – 
among others – of diligence and thriftiness, patriarchal and many-generation character, religiousness 
and faithfulness to their own „little  mother-country” are still enumerated to be the characteristic 
features of the silesian family. That set of features has begun to undergo changes, sometimes pro-
gressing towards degradation, following the political and economic breakthrough of 1989.

Marzena Muszyńska

Terms referrinG To children in The dialecTs of silesia. an analysis  
of lexical TransformaTions – resulTs of a surVey

The paper contains an index of silesian lexis in the range of terms with reference to children, 
drawn up on the basis of the files in possession of PIN – Instytut Śląski (State Scientific Institute – 
Silesian Institute) in Opole. The sample used for the subject analysis (about 450 entries) is made, 
in their majority, of lexems dating from the 20th century, collected until the 1980s. The studies were 
carried out in 2009, mainly in opole silesia, in several counties neighbouring on one another, that is: 
Opole (zawada, Polska Nowa Wieś, Nakło), Strzelece Opolskie (Ligota Czamborowa), Krapkowice 
(Malnia), Kędzierzyn-Koźle (Mechnica), as well as in Gliwice County (Rudno). They allowed per-
ceiving the lexical transformations occurring in the silesian dialects in contemporary times. The 
young generation of silesians (respondents of about 30 years of age), in around 60% of the cases, do 
not know the dialect lexis referring to children, which was presented to them. The terms which were 
known to a few of that group only were, in the majority of cases, acknowledged to be old-fashioned, 
functioning, in a way, in the language of the local community of the examined place, chiefly in the 
language of the old generation.
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donat przybyLski

„The COMMUNITy OF JOy”, I.e. ABOUT The RADIO-RUN CONCeRT 
of complimenTs – one of The phenomena in The local culTure  

of opole silesia

Radio Opole is one of the few radio stations (apart from those based in Katowice and Białystok) 
that have maintained The radio concert of compliments) on the air. The programme, which still 
enjoys high popularity with listeners (up to 200 thousand listeners per one million of the inhabitants 
of the Province), testifies to the changes going on in the sphere of customs in Opole Silesia and to 
intertwining of the traditional culture with the mass culture.

The programme under analysis appeared on the air in 1952 and since then has not undergone any 
greater alterations. initially, it was a twenty-minute live programme, which on the turn of the 20th 
and the 21st century came to last four hours. during the programme the readers in the studio read 
out a series of wishes and compliments connected with birthdays, weddings, anniversaries and the 
like, which are followed by a song selected by senders of the wishes. initially, that concerned mainly 
„round” anniversaries, whereas in recent decades there have dominated wishes on the occasion 
of the 18th birthday. a relatively big change has been observed as regards the repertoire of songs, 
which used to be dominated by the style of pop music. recent years have seen more and more songs 
performed in the German language.


